
Estancia Los Araucanos is located in La Pampa 

province, the rolling plains region  southwest  of  the province of 

Buenos Aires. This 46,000 acre private ranch encompasses a varied 

landscape of grassy plains, sand dunes, creeks, and    woodlands that 

provide the ideal conditions for the existence  of several big game 

species. Game animals hunted year-round include Russian Boar, Black 

Buck Antelope, and Puma while Red Stag are available March-May.







Hunting

Our Russian Boar hunts typically occur at night by waterholes during the full moon phase. We

also conduct long ranging Puma and boar hunts on horseback with tracking dogs that trail the

scent of the quarry. Led by expert guides, the Red Stag and Black Buck hunts are conducted

by stalking the numerous herds that inhabit the diverse landscape. All our operations at Los

Araucanos are strictly fair- chase hunts – this is not a high fence shoot. Excellent wing shooting is

also available at Los Araucanos. Numerous Eucalyptus groves provide excellent roosting habitat

for the Spot-Winged pigeon. This translates into some exciting pigeon shoots which are

conducted over established flights paths and, often, with the assistance of decoys. For the avid

upland hunter, perdiz shooting over pointing dogs is not to be missed at Los Araucanos. The

incredible resource here is made up of four different species of perdiz- Red Winged, Elegant

Crested, Brushland, and Spotted. The wing shooting option makes for a complete hunting

experience as our clients are able to enjoy both small and big game hunting at once on the

same property.



















Location and Arrival

Getting to Estancia Los Araucanos is easy. The ranch 

is located approximately 450 miles southwest of 

Buenos Aires. The easiest way to reach the ranch is by 

taking an easy 1 hour flight from Buenos Aires to 

Bahia Blanca and then 2 hour transfer in private 4x4 

vehicles. Private charters are also available and are 

quoted upon request.



Sample Itinerary

DAY 1

•Arrival at Ezeiza International Airport in Buenos Aires where an Argentina 

Outfitters representative will assist you with customs and provide transportation 
to the domestic airport.

•1 hour flight to Bahia Blanca where an Argentina Outfitters representative will 
transfer you from the airport to the estancia (about 2 hours).

•Afternoon tour of the ranch property.

•After an early dinner at estancia, depart on night hunt for Russian Boar

•Dinner, drinks and overnight accommodations at the ranch home.

DAY 2 to 4

•Russian Wild Boar, Black Buck, Puma, Red Stag, perdiz and pigeon hunting, 
according to the discretion of guest

•Dinner, drinks and overnight accommodations at the ranch home.

DAY 5
•Morning hunt

•Return to lodge after morning hunt for lunch and packing

•Transfer to Bahia Blanca Airport after lunch for return flight to Buenos Aires.

•Upon arrival in Buenos Aires an Argentina Outfitters representative will provide 
transportation to Ezeiza International Airport or hotel.



Included

•Field preparation of the animals
•1 Russian Boar
•Daily perdiz and pigeon shoots
•All internal ground transfers

•Nights at estancia in private luxury tent with double beds 
and private bathroom

•All food and drink during hunt including beer, wine, and 
spirits
•Bilingual guide (English, Spanish, French, Italian)

Not Included

•Trophy Fees

•International and domestic round trip flights
**We will assist with airline reservations
•Shipment of mount to United States
•Shotgun shells
•Hunting license and permits

•Gratuities and items of a personal nature such as laundry, 
dry cleaning, phone calls, etc
•Extra days and customized itineraries


